Introduction {#sec1}
============

Arguably the most challenging tasks in enabling technology based on graphene and other two-dimensional (2D) materials are their manufacturing and controlled interfacing. Given the significant progress in understanding the catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process,^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ large-area "electronic-grade" graphene films can now routinely be produced,^[@ref4],[@ref5]^ and the properties and device integration of these films can be explored. As these films are atomically thin, their properties are inevitably largely extrinsic, i.e. depend critically on support, conditions, and environment. Liquid wettability, quantified by the contact angle (CA), is a fundamental, widely used surface property whose importance permeates a wide variety of application areas, ranging from the electrochemical to biomedical. CA measurements for bulk or thin film materials can already be nontrivial, for instance due to surface reactions, interfacial interactions, roughness, or contamination effects, and the understanding of its microscopic origins remains incomplete.^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ The determination and interpretation of wetting for nanomaterials, such as graphene, is highly complex and challenging, and the CA values so far reported for graphene films vary hugely with several completely contradictory reports in the literature.^[@ref8]−[@ref10]^ Hence, the development of a fundamental understanding of the origins of the wetting behavior of graphene and its evolution with time remains elusive.^[@ref8]−[@ref10]^ Graphene covered metal surfaces are a particularly interesting model system for a systematic study of wettability, since metal--graphene interactions have been studied in detail for the CVD process and graphene can be directly grown on catalytically active metal surfaces; i.e. the interfacing can experimentally be well controlled and no additional graphene transfer is required. On the basis of classical van der Waals interaction theory, recent literature highlights that the water CA is determined by the water--graphene as well as water--substrate interactions, indicating various degrees of wetting transparency.^[@ref8]−[@ref11]^ However, given the complexity of the system, there is a clear need for more experimental wetting data for graphene and other 2D materials.

Here, we systematically investigate the wettability of metal-supported CVD graphene films as a function of ambient air exposure time using water and various other test liquids. We focus on continuous, polycrystalline monolayer graphene on Cu and Ni supports, as these are the most widely used CVD process catalysts and are archetypes for weakly and strongly interacting metals, respectively. We demonstrate herein that the initial wettability of supported graphene samples is high, where perfect wetting is exhibited by low surface tension liquids, such as heptane, paraffin, and bromonaphthalene, and a relatively low CA is observed for higher surface tension liquids, such as formamide, glycerol, and water. We show that the underlying substrate does affect the initial wettability of graphene where, for instance, after minutes of air exposure a water CA (WCA) value of ∼85° was measured for Ni supported graphene, compared to ∼61° for Cu supported graphene. Our analysis of the surface free energy components using various well-known fitting models indicates that supported graphene has a non-negligible initial polarity with a total initial surface free energy of about 42--48 mJ/m^2^. Furthermore, the initial Lewis acid--base component of Cu supported graphene is considerably stronger than that on Ni support. This suggests that the classical van der Waals interaction theory alone is not sufficient to describe the wettability of graphene. Furthermore, we show that in the measured time frame of over a year of ambient air exposure the WCA of supported graphene increases logarithmically with time and eventually saturates at a value of 92--98°. While our data highlight distinctly different long-term oxidation behaviors of the metals underneath the graphene, they also indicate that the dominating cause for the long-term wettability evolution observed here is that of physisorption of airborne contaminants, in line with previous literature on the water wettability of graphite,^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ which has been recently expanded to supported graphene.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ The adsorbed contaminants, mainly in the form of hydrocarbons, render all supported graphene samples increasingly nonpolar, such that they gradually lose their wettability, while their total surface free energy only decreases slightly to about 37--41 mJ/m^2^. Changes in surface polarity and energy may lead to changes in other properties of graphene, and this implies that the performance of graphene devices, such as for electronics, photonics, sensors, heat exchangers, coatings, and membranes, may also be susceptible to degradation over time, especially if they are exposed to air during storage and usage. The findings presented herein allow us to rationalize and develop a scientific understanding of the widely different graphene CA values in previous literature. Our measurements also clearly establish a basis for further detailed experimental studies as well as offer insights for theoretical studies of the wettability of graphene and related 2D materials, ultimately to the benefit of their many future application areas.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

All supported graphene samples were grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on various metal catalysts in both cold-wall and hot-wall CVD reactors as described in detail elsewhere.^[@ref3],[@ref16]−[@ref18]^ Two types of CVD graphene were used in this study: CVD graphene grown on copper (G/Cu) and CVD graphene grown on nickel (G/Ni). Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (Agar Scientific, 3.5 ± 1.5 mosaic spread) that had been mechanically cleaved was used as a control. The G/Cu samples were grown on polycrystalline Cu foils (Alfa Aesar, 25 μm thick, 99.999% purity) using C~6~H~6~ vapor precursor at a partial pressure of 10^--3^ mbar and a temperature of ∼900 °C,^[@ref3],[@ref17]^ or using H~2~ diluted CH~4~ (0.1% in Ar) precursor at a partial pressure of 10^--3^ mbar and a temperature of ∼1050 °C. The G/Ni samples were grown on polycrystalline Ni foils (Alfa Aesar, 25 μm thick, 99.99% purity) using C~6~H~6~ precursor at a partial pressure of 10^--5^ mbar and a temperature of ∼600 °C.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ These CVD methods result in a predominantly monolayer graphene with a complete coverage of the growth substrates by the graphene layer (see [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figure S1). Bare (graphene-free) Cu and Ni foils from the same batch were used as control samples. These control samples were annealed according to the above-mentioned methods, but without the exposure to hydrocarbons.

Following growth, all samples were exposed to ambient air while being stored in unsealed polystyrene sample boxes. This allows all samples, during the storage period, to be exposed to ambient air at room pressure, temperature, and humidity, while preventing the excessive buildup of dust and dirt. Here, the ambient air exposure time is determined from the time at which these graphene samples were taken out from the reactor, with uncertainty within ±10% of the nominal time. To ensure such a low time uncertainty is consistently achieved, all measurements on graphene samples were performed after tens of minutes of air exposure to account for the sample handling and mounting time. For the reannealed graphene samples, the ambient air exposure time is also determined from the time at which these graphene samples were taken out from the annealing reactor. The reannealed graphene samples were produced by annealing old graphene samples in Ar at a total pressure of less than 10^--6^ mbar and a temperature of 250 °C for 1 h. For HOPG, the ambient air exposure time is determined from the time at which it was mechanically cleaved. To obtain measurements within a few minutes after cleaving, the HOPG samples were premounted on the goniometer prior to cleaving.

The wettability of each graphene samples was determined from their liquid contact angle (CA) measured by a custom-made contact angle goniometer using the sessile drop technique as described in detail elsewhere.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ Water contact angle measurement was performed using freshly prepared, i.e. less than 1 h old, high-purity deionized water with an average resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm (Millipore, Milli-Q). For surface energy measurements, seven other test liquids were also used, including heptane (Fisher Scientific, 99%), paraffin (Fisher Scientific, extra pure grade), bromonaphthalene (Fisher Scientific, 96%), diiodomethane (Fisher Scientific, 99+% stabilized), ethylene glycol (Fisher Scientific, 99.8% anhydrous), formamide (Acros Organics, 99.5%), and glycerol (Acros Organics, 99+% extra pure). A liquid droplet of 3--5 μL was carefully dispensed onto each sample using a 23 gauge flat tip needle at a rate of ∼10 μL/min at standard room temperature and pressure. The captured liquid droplet images were then processed with LBADSA software to obtain CA,^[@ref22]^ with measurement uncertainty of ±3°. Note that, in this current study, all wettability measurements are represented by Young's CA that takes into account the topographical inhomogeneity of the samples (see [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), section 1 and Figures S1 and S2). Graphene surface free energies are calculated by fitting the CA data to three commonly used models: the Zisman model,^[@ref23]^ the adjusted van Oss--Chaudhury--Good (aOCG) model,^[@ref24]^ which is essentially the van Oss--Chaudhury--Good model but with adjusted fitting parameters,^[@ref25]^ and the Chang--Chen (CC) model.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ Details and justification of these models are described in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), section 4.

Surface characterization of graphene and bare metal samples was performed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; Thermo Scientific, ESCALAB 250Xi) at an operating pressure of less than 10^--10^ mbar. A monochromated Al Kα with a photon energy of 1486.6 eV was used as the X-ray source. The emitted photoelectrons were collected by a hemispherical energy analyzer with a spectral resolution of ±0.1 eV. All spectra were acquired using a spot size of ∼200 μm.

Results {#sec3}
=======

[Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows contact angle goniometry images of static sessile water drops on monolayer graphene films grown on polycrystalline Cu and Ni as a function of the sample's ambient air exposure time *t* prior to the measurement. The change of the measured water contact angles (WCA) with *t* is plotted in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, together with reference WCA values measured for graphite (HOPG) and bare metal substrates as well as reference apparent WCA values from previous literature. *t* is thereby given with respect to the moment at which the samples were taken out of the graphene growth reactor or, for HOPG, to the moment when it was mechanically cleaved. For the shortest implemented ambient air exposure of *t* = 30 min, the WCA for graphene on Cu (G/Cu) is ∼61°, whereas graphene on Ni (G/Ni) is more hydrophobic with a WCA of ∼85° ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a,b). [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a clearly show that for all graphene samples the WCA monotonically increases with *t* at a rate that follows a simple linear-logarithmic relationship of WCA ∝ log(*t*). Eventually the WCA for all samples plateaus at 92--98°, indicated as WCA~max~ in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. WCA~max~ is most quickly reached after *t* = 1 day for G/Ni, due to the higher initial WCA value. The behavior of HOPG is found to closely resemble that of G/Cu, with WCA~max~ reached after *t* = 8--9 months.

![Contact angle goniometry images of static sessile water drops on the surface of G/Cu (a), G/Ni (b), and HOPG (c) that have been exposed to ambient air for ∼30 min, 1 day, and 1 year. For G/Cu and G/Ni, the ambient air exposure time starts at the time at which the samples are taken out of the reactor, whereas for HOPG it starts at the time at which it is mechanically cleaved.](jp-2015-104929_0002){#fig1}

![(a) Plot of graphene water contact angle (WCA) as a function of ambient air exposure time (*t*). For comparison, plot of WCA of HOPG and the corresponding bare metal reference substrates is also included. The rate of increase of WCA follows a simple linear-logarithmic relationship of WCA ∝ log(*t*), until it reaches a maximum value (WCA~max~). Error bars indicate standard deviation of measurements. (b) Plot of WCA of G/Cu and G/Ni versus WCA of HOPG at corresponding ambient air exposure time points. The dashed reference line of WCA graphene/substrate = WCA HOPG represents the nonwetting transparency argument, which is mildly satisfied by G/Cu. (c) Plot of WCA of G/Cu and G/Ni versus WCA of corresponding bare metal substrate at corresponding ambient air exposure time points. The dashed reference line of WCA graphene/substrate = WCA substrate represents the complete wetting transparency argument, which is not satisfied by both G/Cu and G/Ni. In (b) and (c), the increase in ambient air exposure time is indicated by the direction pointed by the yellow arrows, the solid lines indicate 95% prediction interval, and the measurement uncertainty of ±3° is represented by the size of each marker.](jp-2015-104929_0003){#fig2}

[Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b compares the time-dependent wetting behavior of the graphene samples to that of the HOPG reference. The indicated reference line represents what has been previously referred to as "nonwetting transparency", where the wettability of supported graphene is the same as that of bulk graphite.^[@ref10]^[Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b shows that the slope of the linear regression between G/Cu and HOPG is almost unity, which means that the graphene on Cu essentially behaves as the HOPG surface. In contrast, the behavior of G/Ni is significantly different. Hence there is no general "nonwetting transparency" for graphene. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c compares the graphene samples to the bare Cu and Ni reference substrates, which also have been pretreated in the same growth reactor. The WCA of bare Cu and Ni substrates is consistently lower compared to G/Cu and G/Ni (see also [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figure S3), and its increase with *t* is steeper than a simple linear-logarithmic relationship especially within the first few hours of ambient air exposure. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c indicates a limited correspondence between the wettability evolution of G/Cu and bare Cu, and an even less correlative relationship between the WCA of G/Ni and that of Ni. The reference line indicated in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c represents what has been previously referred to as "complete wetting transparency", where the wettability of supported graphene is the same as that of its underlying substrate.^[@ref8]^ If the data in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c are extrapolated toward *t* \< 30 min, the difference in WCA between graphene samples and the corresponding bare metal substrates becomes larger as *t* decreases. This implies that the less the graphene is exposed to ambient air, the more it deviates from the "complete wetting transparency" hypothesis. Therefore, no general "wetting transparency" can be claimed, as our data clearly show that the graphene covered metal samples behave differently from the corresponding bare metal samples.

[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows XPS analysis of the supported graphene samples with reference to HOPG and the respective bare metal substrates. We have previously studied in detail the XPS core level and Auger signatures of Cu and Ni catalyzed graphene CVD.^[@ref3],[@ref19],[@ref28],[@ref29]^ For G/Cu we have thereby shown that the C 1s signature shifts to a lower binding energy (BE) of ∼284.4 eV after air exposure, due to immediate oxygen intercalation and subsequent oxidation of the Cu surface.^[@ref3],[@ref28]^ This is consistent with the post-air-exposure C 1s peak position of G/Cu we see here in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a. Upon a prolonged exposure to ambient air, this peak is broadened toward higher BE which is consistent with the adsorption of atmospheric contaminants, which are mainly attributed to hydrocarbons (see also [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figures S7 and S8).^[@ref30]−[@ref34]^[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b shows the corresponding Cu LMM Auger signatures of G/Cu and the bare Cu reference. Here we show the Auger signature, as it is more sensitive to changes in the oxidation state of Cu than the Cu 2p~3/2~ core level signature (see [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figure S6). The Cu Auger fingerprint of G/Cu in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b shows that the Cu clearly increasingly oxidizes underneath the graphene layer. This Cu oxidation is also optically visible as a homogeneous color change (see [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figure S5).^[@ref3]^ Further, the Cu LMM spectrum of the 1 year old bare Cu substrate exhibits features associated with the formation of CuO and Cu~2~O, which could also be observed in the corresponding Cu 2p and O 1s spectra (see [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figures S6--S8).^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ This implies a different oxidation behavior of graphene-covered and bare Cu, which has to be considered (as discussed below) when comparing the wetting behaviors and when surface energies are extrapolated.^[@ref37]^

![(a) XPS C 1s spectra of G/Cu, G/Ni, and HOPG measured at different ambient air exposure time points. For G/Cu and G/Ni, the spectra are measured from samples with *t* = 1 day and *t* = 1 year. For HOPG, the spectra are measured from samples with *t* = 1 h and *t* = 1 year. Peak associated with sp^2^ carbon hybridization is found at ∼284.4 eV. Upon a prolonged exposure to ambient air, this peak is broadened toward higher BE, which may indicate the buildup of adventitious carbon contamination. (b) XPS Cu LMM spectra of G/Cu and bare Cu substrate measured from samples with *t* = 1 day and *t* = 1 year. Peaks associated with metallic Cu, CuO, and Cu~2~O are found at 567.8, 568.7, and 569.6 eV, respectively. (c) XPS Ni 2p spectra of G/Ni and bare Ni substrate measured from samples with *t* = 1 day and *t* = 1 year. Peaks at ∼852.5 and ∼869.9 eV are associated with metallic Ni (Ni 2p~3/2~ and Ni 2p~1/2~ core levels, respectively), and peaks at ∼855.1 and ∼873 eV are associated with the presence of Ni(OH)~2~ and NiO, respectively. All spectra are collected with a spectral resolution of ±0.1 eV.](jp-2015-104929_0004){#fig3}

The oxidation behavior of graphene-covered Ni is distinctly different. We have previously shown that a C 1s signature peak centered at ∼284.4 eV corresponds to rotated (nonepitaxial) graphene on Ni which is typically observed for polycrystalline Ni foils, growth temperatures of \>500 °C, and/or higher hydrocarbon exposure pressures.^[@ref29],[@ref38]^ This is again consistent with the C 1s peak position we observe for G/Ni in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a. Further, for prolonged exposure to ambient air, this C 1s peak again broadens toward higher BE, which is consistent with hydrocarbon adsorption. Unlike G/Cu, however, the graphene-covered Ni does not oxidize even after *t* = 1 year as highlighted in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ We attribute this significant difference in oxidation behavior to the stronger interaction of graphene with Ni than with Cu.^[@ref39]^ The bare Ni reference shows in comparison clear oxidation features in the Ni 2p core level signature ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, see also [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figure S8).^[@ref41]^ Hence, the oxidation behavior in ambient air is different for all samples.

[Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a highlights the effect of sample annealing on the wetting behavior and measured WCA. Samples that have been air-exposed for a long time, more than 100 days, and reached WCA~max~ were reloaded into the growth reactor and annealed in Ar at 250 °C for 1 h. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a shows that the WCA of G/Cu and G/Ni samples immediately after this annealing decreased to ∼70 and ∼80°, respectively, with the WCA then showing a linear-logarithmic increase with *t* again. The annealed G/Ni reaches WCA~max~ again within *t* = 3 days. On the other hand, the annealed G/Cu reaches a WCA of ∼88° for *t* = 10 days after annealing. As discussed below, this is consistent with the wetting behavior being dominated by adsorbents.

![(a) WCA of G/Cu and G/Ni measured before and after reannealing. The black arrow indicates changes in WCA due to reannealing. Before reannealing, the G/Cu samples have been exposed to ambient air for 452 days (blue dots) and 236 days (red dots), and for 499 days for the G/Ni samples (green dots). WCA measurements were started within 1 h after reannealing. The measurement uncertainty of ±3° is represented by the size of each marker. (b) Contact angle of graphene samples and HOPG measured using various liquids including paraffin, bromonaphthalene, diiodomethane, ethylene glycol, formamide, and glycerol. (c) Calculation of Zisman critical surface energy (γ~C~) of graphene samples and HOPG. In (b) and (c), all measurements and calculation were performed on two different sets of samples; each had been exposed to ambient air for either 1 h or 1 year. Error bars in (b) and (c) indicate standard deviation of measurement and standard error of regression, respectively.](jp-2015-104929_0005){#fig4}

While [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} focused on water, [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b summarizes our systematic investigation of the wetting behavior for a range of other test liquids with widely different surface tensions. For all samples and liquids probed, the contact angle (CA) shows a monotonic increase with *t*. G/Cu and HOPG exhibit a perfect wetting (CA = 0°) by low surface tension liquids (heptane, paraffin, and bromonaphthalene) for *t* = 1 h. Similarly, these liquids, with the exception of bromonaphthalene, also perfectly wet G/Ni at *t* = 1 h. For *t* = 1 year, the CAs of paraffin and bromonaphthalene on all graphene and HOPG samples increased to 6--12° and 17--23°, respectively, while that of heptane remained 0°. For liquids with higher surface tension (diiodomethane, ethylene glycol, formamide, and glycerol), the increase in CA with *t* is clearly seen for G/Cu and HOPG. For instance, the average CAs of glycerol and formamide on G/Cu are about 34 and 17° higher at *t* = 1 year, respectively, than at *t* = 1 h. Similarly, the average CAs of diiodomethane and ethylene glycol on HOPG are about 23 and 18° higher at *t* = 1 year, respectively, than at *t* = 1 h. On the other hand, the increase in CA with *t* for G/Ni is less obvious. For instance, the average CAs of diiodomethane and ethylene glycol on G/Ni for *t* = 1 year are only about 13 and 12° higher, respectively, than for *t* = 1 h. We used the obtained CA data from various test liquids to calculate the Zisman critical surface energy (γ~C~). [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c shows that γ~C~ of graphene and HOPG samples for *t* = 1 h is found to be 41--42 mJ/m^2^, whereas slightly lower values of 37--38 mJ/m^2^ are obtained for *t* = 1 year. Since the obtained γ~C~ is not the actual surface free energy of graphene, it is used herein to determine the suitability of the test liquids. Based on this, heptane and paraffin, both of which have a surface tension lower than the lowest γ~C~ of the graphene samples (see also [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf) Figure S9), are unsuitable to determine the surface free energy of supported graphene.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

Our XPS data highlight that the oxidation behavior in ambient air is different for all samples and the adsorbent coverage, in particular hydrocarbons, increases with increasing *t*. We have chosen G/Cu and G/Ni as model systems that exhibit weak and strong graphene--metal interactions, respectively, which results here in the distinctively different oxidation behavior of the metal substrate underneath the graphene.^[@ref39]^ This in turn can affect the time-dependent wettability behavior and result in misleading "direct" comparisons to metal reference substrates. It should be noted that previous literature widely assumes that the underlying substrate of supported graphene remains metallic, such that its WCA remains at 0°,^[@ref42]^ as it is exposed to ambient air.^[@ref10],[@ref14]^ Here, we show a much greater complexity, where the long-term oxidation behaviors, along with topographical inhomogeneities (see also [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), section 1, Figures S1 and S2), are found to be different for each sample. However, our data show that although the Ni underneath the graphene remains metallic even after *t* = 1 year, the wetting behavior of G/Ni clearly changes with *t*. Furthermore, we show that the contact angle can be "reset" by annealing the samples at 250 °C ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). For G/Cu, the data strongly suggest that oxygen intercalation and Cu oxidation occur underneath the graphene, which leads to a decoupling of the graphene (and accompanying loss of charge transfer from the Cu substrate). We have shown previously that this can be reversed and the graphene coupled to the Cu again by annealing up to 700 °C.^[@ref3]^ Here, we anneal only up to 250 °C, which is not sufficient to reverse the decoupling effect. Yet, the annealing clearly changes the contact angles for G/Cu samples, which indicates that the dominating cause for the observed wetting behavior here is that of physisorption of airborne contaminants.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ However, our data highlight that oxidation effects and changes to the underlying substrates do clearly occur and hence will have to be taken into account in any detailed analysis.

As stated above, our data indicate that the physisorption of airborne contaminants, mainly in the form of hydrocarbons, dominates the time-dependent changes in the wettability of graphene.^[@ref12],[@ref14],[@ref31],[@ref43]^ Surface inhomogeneities, either topographical or chemical, and defect sites might act as preferential adsorption sites.^[@ref44]^ While oxygen and moisture, either molecularly or as surface oxygen functionalities, may also be adsorbed onto the graphene basal plane or at the edges and defect sites,^[@ref30]−[@ref34]^ resulting in the increase of graphene polarity,^[@ref43]^ it is often followed by hydrocarbon adsorption.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ It has been suggested that the adsorbed contaminants could be desorbed from graphene (or graphite) at a temperature of lower than 500 K.^[@ref13],[@ref31],[@ref47],[@ref48]^ Our annealing experiments at 250 °C strongly suggest that the contaminants could be mostly removed, resulting in the return of graphene wettability to its original state ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a).^[@ref12],[@ref43]^ This finding implies that the wettability of supported graphene cannot be taken as constant, but varies with substrate and ambient air exposure time. We show that the WCA increase follows a linear-logarithmic relationship of WCA ∝ log(*t*), until saturating at WCA~max~ ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). In previous literature, this WCA~max~ has been often reported as the fixed value of the WCA for both CVD and transferred graphene.^[@ref8]−[@ref10],[@ref49]^ For transferred graphene, polymer residues might significantly affect the CA measurement, making these previously reported values difficult to directly interpret.^[@ref50]^ Further, many previous reports did not take into account the ambient exposure time, which leads to contradicting arguments about graphene wettability and wetting transparency.^[@ref8]−[@ref10]^ Our data show that if wettabilities for samples were compared only after long-term air exposure, misleading interpretations of complete wetting and nonwetting transparency arguments would arise ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b,c).

The slope of WCA vs log(*t*) in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a may change depending on the specific ambient conditions, such as humidity, temperature, and pressure. However, all possible variations in ambient conditions are inherently integrated in the data as our long-term study averages a range of local environmental conditions over a period of more than 12 months. In addition, the reference values from previous literature, obtained under different ambient conditions, appear to follow the same trend as our WCA data. The linear-logarithmic relationship itself resembles the Elovichian kinetics that has been satisfactorily applied to model the slow adsorption of gas on solid carbon and other heterogeneous surfaces.^[@ref51]−[@ref53]^ Such a kinetic model can be applied here by considering that the first order expansion of surface energy is proportional to WCA and assuming that its change is proportional to the change in surface coverage by adsorbed contaminants. This model implies that the adsorption of contaminants does not stop within the first few hours of ambient air exposure. Instead, it occurs continuously as long as the graphene is still exposed to ambient air, although the adsorption rate changes with time and surface saturation will eventually occur. Nevertheless, further detailed analysis must be performed in order to determine if the adsorption kinetics on the graphene surface is indeed Elovichian, as it suggests that the adsorption is inhomogeneous and not completely physical.^[@ref54],[@ref55]^ Since the WCA is proportional to the surface coverage by adsorbed contaminants, its value ceases to change when surface saturation is reached. Therefore, it is expected that the measured WCA of graphene changes asymptotically over time from its initial value toward the WCA of the contaminants as the surface is increasingly saturated with contaminants. In this case, WCA~max~ represents the WCA of the accumulated contaminants rather than the WCA of graphene itself.

It has to be noted that although all freshly grown supported graphene samples and freshly cleaved HOPG are found to be easily wettable, G/Ni is found to be initially less wettable than G/Cu and HOPG. This motivates us here to analyze the surface free energy components using a range of well-known fitting models. Here we exclude several fitting models, which have been used in previous literature to calculate the free surface energy of graphene,^[@ref56]^ due to their obsolescence (see [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), section 4).^[@ref57]^ The calculated total surface free energy (γ~S~) of graphene and HOPG using an adjusted van Oss--Chaudhury--Good (aOCG) model, along with its Lifshitz--van der Waals (γ~S~^LW^) and Lewis acid--base (γ~S~^AB^) components, are summarized in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a (see also [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figure S12). The decomposition of acidic (γ~S~^+^) and basic (γ~S~^--^) components of γ~S~^AB^ are shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. For *t* = 1 h, the fitted values of γ~S~ of G/Cu and G/Ni are calculated at ∼48 and ∼44 mJ/m^2^, respectively, while that of HOPG is ∼46.5 mJ/m^2^. Furthermore, γ~S~^LW^ values of G/Cu, G/Ni, and HOPG are approximated at ∼46, ∼ 43, and ∼45 mJ/m^2^, respectively, or about 96--98% of their total γ~S~^+^ values. Further decomposition of γ~S~^AB^ shows that for *t* = 1 h G/Cu and HOPG are monopolar basic, with basic component γ~S~^--^ values of ∼5 and ∼4 mJ/m^2^ respectively and negligible acidic component γ~S~^+^. Although for *t* = 1 h G/Ni could still be considered monopolar basic, its γ~S~^--^ is only ∼0.6 mJ/m^2^, implying that it is much less basic than both G/Cu and HOPG. For *t* = 1 year, the fitted value of γ~S~ of all graphene and HOPG samples decreases to around 39--40 mJ/m^2^ and the γ~S~^LW^ component accounts for almost 100% of their total γ~S~ values. Indeed, further decomposition of γ~S~^AB^ shows that for *t* = 1 year G/Cu, G/Ni, and HOPG are almost completely nonpolar.

![Calculation of total surface free energy (γ~S~) of G/Cu, G/Ni, and HOPG (a) and their Lewis acid--base components (b) according to the adjusted van Oss--Chaudury--Good (aOCG) model. Calculation of γ~S~ values of G/Cu, G/Ni, and HOPG (c) and their Lewis acid--base components (d) according to the Chang--Chen (CC) model. All calculations were based on CA data using various liquids ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) obtained from two different sets of samples; each had been exposed to ambient air for either 1 h or 1 year. All error bars indicate the standard error of regression.](jp-2015-104929_0006){#fig5}

Values of the calculated total surface free energy (γ~S~) of graphene and HOPG using the Chang--Chen (CC) model, along with its Lifshitz--van der Waals (γ~S~^LW^) and Lewis acid--base (γ~S~^AB^) components, are summarized in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c (see also [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), Figure S13). The decomposition of acidic (*P*~S~^a^) and basic (*P*~S~^b^) components of γ~S~^AB^ are shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d. For *t* = 1 h, the fitted value of γ~S~ of G/Cu, G/Ni, and HOPG is calculated at 42--43 mJ/m^2^. While γ~S~ values of all graphene and HOPG samples are relatively similar, their γ~S~^LW^ and γ~S~^AB^ components are significantly different. The γ~S~^LW^ values of G/Cu and HOPG are approximated at 31 and 35 mJ/m^2^, respectively, which accounts for about 73 and 81% of their total γ~S~ values. In contrast, γ~S~^LW^ of G/Ni is approximated at 43 mJ/m^2^, which is ∼100% of its total γ~S~ value. Further decomposition of γ~S~^AB^ shows that for *t* = 1 h G/Cu and HOPG are essentially amphoteric, although G/Cu is slightly more acidic and HOPG is slightly more basic. On the other hand, for *t* = 1 h G/Ni is considered monopolar basic, with basic component *P*~S~^b^ of ∼ --2.7 mJ^1/2^/m and negligible acidic component *P*~S~^a^. For *t* = 1 year, γ~S~ of all graphene and HOPG samples decreases to around 37--39 mJ/m^2^ and the γ~S~^LW^ component accounts for almost 100% of their total γ~S~ values. Further decomposition of γ~S~^AB^ shows that for *t* = 1 year G/Cu, G/Ni, and HOPG are weak monopolar basic with a relatively weak basic component *P*~S~^b^ of −1.7 to 2 mJ^1/2^/m and negligible acidic component *P*~S~^a^.

According to the aOCG model, the total surface free energies and the Lifshitz--van der Waals components of G/Cu, G/Ni, and HOPG are comparable ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). However, the Lewis acid--base component of G/Ni, in particular its basic component, is considerably weaker than those of G/Cu and HOPG ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). The relatively strong basic components of G/Cu and HOPG allow them to form a strong acid--base interaction with water, rendering them hydrophilic (see also [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf), section 3 and Figure S4). In contrast, the basic component of G/Ni is relatively weak, which results in a weak acid--base interaction with water, i.e. less hydrophilic behavior. Note that, in the aOCG model, water is considered more acidic than it is basic; i.e. it bonds to other molecules by accepting electrons rather than donating. According to the CC model, the difference between G/Ni and G/Cu is not only in their Lewis acid--base components, but also in their Lifshitz--van der Waals components ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). The Lifshitz--van der Waals component of G/Ni is about 1.4 times higher than that of G/Cu. On the other hand, the Lewis acid--base component of G/Ni is negligible compared to that of G/Cu ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d). Further decomposition of the Lewis acid--base component shows that G/Cu and HOPG are essentially amphoteric, while G/Ni is monopolar basic. Because in the CC model water is considered more nucleophilic than it is electrophilic, the amphoteric nature of G/Cu and HOPG allows them to form a strong acid--base interaction with water, while the lack of acidic characteristic of G/Ni renders it less hydrophilic.

Depending on the surface free energy models the data are fitted with, the exposure to ambient air could either slightly increase (CC model) or slightly decrease (aOCG model) the graphene Lifshitz--van der Waals component ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). However, both models agree that the exposure to ambient air diminishes the graphene Lewis acid--base components almost completely. Note that both fitting models assume that the surface of interest is the outermost boundary of a continuous monolithic solid. It is thus nontrivial to distinguish if the time evolution of graphene surface free energy is originated from actual changes on the graphene surface or from changes in the underlying substrates of graphene due to oxidation effect. However, our data clearly show that the surface free energy of G/Ni, along with its components, clearly changes with *t* despite the fact that the Ni underneath the graphene remains metallic even after *t* = 1 year. Our data also show that a similar time dependent behavior occurs in the surface free energies of G/Cu and HOPG despite the fact that for G/Cu oxygen intercalation and Cu oxidation take place underneath the graphene. Hence, this indicates that the dominating cause for the changes in the components of graphene surface free energy observed here is that of physisorption of hydrocarbon, which renders the graphene nonpolar and decreases its total surface free energy by 10--16%, i.e. 37--41 mJ/m^2^ within 1 year of ambient air exposure. It has to be noted that the Lewis acid--base components of supported graphene and graphite, although weaker than their Lifshitz--van der Waals components, are non-negligible. This suggests that the classical van der Waals interaction theory alone is not sufficient to describe the wettability of graphene.^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ Therefore, any future theoretical or numerical studies on the graphene wettability will have to account for not only the van der Waals interactions, but also acid--base interactions.

While graphene and graphite (HOPG) are generally known to be highly nonpolar due to their sp^2^ structures, their mild polarities have been previously suggested.^[@ref56]^ The electron-rich π system of graphene may act as an electron donor for π-H bonding with water.^[@ref58]^ Graphene defect sites and surface inhomogeneities, either topographical or chemical, may give rise to the variation in electron affinity and work function, which ultimately influences the formation of acid--base interactions with other electrophile or nucleophile molecules.^[@ref44],[@ref59],[@ref60]^ As mentioned above, the strength of the acid--basic component of graphene is not always the same. Differences in the strength of the acid--basic component, especially between Ni supported and Cu supported graphene, may originate from differences in the strength of interaction between graphene and the underlying substrate. The fact that the acid--basic component of G/Ni is much weaker than that of G/Cu suggests that the strong interaction between graphene and Ni suppresses its electron donating (or accepting) capability, while the weak interaction between graphene and Cu does not. This indicates that the initial wettability of graphene is indeed influenced by the substrate effect, although this may not be in the same sense as the frequently postulated (complete or partial) graphene wetting transparency argument. This argument would imply that the wettability of supported graphene is mainly due to the wettability of its substrate and suggests that stronger interaction between graphene and its substrate results in higher graphene wettability. In contrast, it is shown herein that stronger interaction between graphene and its substrate results in a lower initial graphene wettability, although the exact mechanism is still unclear at this point.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

In this study, we systematically investigate the wettability of metal-supported CVD graphene as a function of ambient air exposure time using water and various other test liquids. Our data indicate that the wettability of supported graphene cannot be taken as constant, but varies with substrate and ambient air exposure time. Our data highlight the distinctly different oxidation behavior of the metal underneath the graphene and clearly demonstrate that oxidation effects and changes to the underlying Cu substrates do occur. Nevertheless, our data show that all supported graphene samples gradually lose their wettability in the measured time frame of over a year of ambient air exposure. The fact that WCA can be "reset" by annealing at a relatively low temperature, together with the universal increase rate in the WCA of all supported graphene samples before saturation at a constant value of 92--98°, implies that the dominating cause for the time dependent change in wettability observed here is that of physisorption of airborne contaminants. Failure to account for the ambient air exposure time may otherwise lead to contradicting arguments about graphene wettability and wetting transparency.

Our analysis of the surface free energy components using various fitting models indicates that the Lewis acid--base component of freshly grown G/Ni is considerably weaker than that of freshly grown G/Cu and freshly cleaved HOPG. Differences in the strength of the Lewis acid--basic component may actually originate from variations in interaction between graphene and the underlying substrate, where the strong interaction between graphene and Ni suppresses its electron donating or accepting capability while the weak interaction between graphene and Cu does not. Furthermore, our data indicate that the polar characteristics of supported graphene and HOPG are non-negligible, although weaker than their nonpolar components, suggesting that the classical van der Waals interaction theory alone is not sufficient to describe the wettability of graphene. Our data within 1 year of ambient air exposure indicate that physisorption of airborne contaminants renders the supported graphene increasingly nonpolar, which leads to the gradual loss of its wettability, although its total surface free energy decreases only by 10--16% to about 37--41 mJ/m^2^. Since changes in surface polarity and energy may affect other properties of graphene, the performance of graphene devices may also change over time due to air exposure during storage and usage. While the findings presented herein represent the wettability of supported graphene, they can also be extrapolated to systematically study and rationalize the time dependent wetting behavior of other supported 2D materials for the benefit of many future application areas. Similarly to that of supported graphene, the wetting behavior of other supported 2D materials may also be affected by changes to their underlying substrate and adsorption of contaminations.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492).Details of the effect of surface inhomogeneity on the wettability of graphene; SEM and AFM images of supported graphene, HOPG, and bare metal substrates; Raman spectra of G/Cu and G/Ni; contact angle goniometry images of static sessile water drops on bare polycrystalline Cu and Ni; statistical analysis of "nonwetting transparency" and "complete wetting transparency" hypotheses; calculation of water--graphene interaction potential; XPS Cu 2p spectra of G/Cu and bare Cu; XPS O 1s spectra of supported graphene and HOPG; XPS C 1s and O 1s spectra of bare Cu and Ni; calculation of graphene surface free energy ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.5b10492/suppl_file/jp5b10492_si_001.pdf))
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